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Building Resilience into Modern Security
Architectures
From Response to Business Renewal
Digital transformation (DX) initiatives have accelerated, and
migration to cloud environments has increased at a rate not
expected within five years: new IT and DX initiatives (68% of
firms) and cloud adoption (66%) are at the top of our
priorities 1. We have transitioned our workforces to remote
locations, from which they will never fully return, and a fifth
of companies expect more than 40% of their workforce to
permanently work from home 2. The pace of change and the
advances in technology adoption have been unprecedented.

AT A GLANCE
Most companies have had to adapt their
security infrastructure to meet the
challenges over the past year. An increased
accelerated migration to the cloud and a
remote workforce mean that new security
models need to be considered. However,
skills shortages make this difficult.
This paper offers guidance on how to renew
security architectures as a matter of
urgency and provides a blueprint for a
renewed security strategy.

The vast majority of these activities involve cloud computing,
from migrating business functionality to SaaS to
provisioning flexible infrastructure capability. 74% of firms
will maintain or increase their cloud spend for 2021 3. Cloud initiatives were often accompanied
by a rapid migration of workers to home and other remote environments. These complex tasks
typically occurred with a sense of urgency. Some companies flourished, but many have created a
legacy of security band aids that will impair agility and flexibility, and ultimately compromise
security itself. 58% of firms believe they are now vulnerable to a serious cloud breach 4.
Meanwhile, we are facing a growing and constantly evolving threat: in 2020, organizations lost
almost half a billion records 5, and collectively discovered 31,000 new vulnerabilities 6.

Security is the most often cited obstacle to cloud implementation success 7. The main causes are
poor maturity in security and cloud, and many firms don't have a specific cloud security strategy
and end up shoehorning security into the cloud deployment retrospectively, which increases cost
and complexity.
Meanwhile, enterprises may not have the skills in-house to deliver the required changes in an
accelerated time frame. According to research, the most important skills for organizations for the
next two years are security-related 8, and 42% of organizations cite risk, security, compliance &
privacy skills as the most critical to hire or develop 9.
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Building Resilience into Modern Security Architectures
If we have learnt anything, it is that we live in a world of constant volatility and that the design of
your security architecture needs to be able to cope with continual change.
This IDC White Paper provides guidance on immediate actions to secure recent application and
infrastructure changes, and shows that it's time for organizations to Rethink their security
strategy, to make them more resilient to future shocks that they may experience.

Five Questions to Answer to Become More Resilient
Resilience has become one of the most important attributes for any organization. If resilience is
the ability of an organization to rapidly respond to business disruptions and restore business
operations in a timely fashion, then digital resilience is the ability to respond by leveraging its
digital capabilities to not only restore business operations, but also capitalize on the changed
conditions 10. Digital resilience implies that an organization can withstand external shocks, but it
also means that the digital infrastructure and applications it employs must themselves also
resilient. This places a greater emphasis on security to protect an organization's digital assets,
thereby providing overall protection for the company.
There are five core questions that organizations must answer to create a digitally resilient
environment.

1. How can you best prepare data and workloads for cloud migration and management?
The migration of data and workloads to the cloud is not straightforward. Not all workloads are
best suited for cloud computing, and careful planning should consider those workloads that will
benefit from being hosted in a cloud environment. The availability of cloud resources (compute
power, storage, etc.) is an important consideration, as is the ability to manage the economic
aspects of cloud deployments. Enterprises report that public cloud gives the best architecture
design quality, but complexity also increases 11, so striking an appropriate balance is key here.
Decisions need to consider the pace of cloud migration. In some cases, a multicloud hybrid
approach will be preferential, but organizations must satisfy themselves that they have the
wherewithal to manage a complex heterogeneous cloud environment and for what period.

2. How can you match cloud-based resources with cloud-based access controls and security?
New workload environments require a modern security approach and solutions. Managing and
securing diverse cloud resources and data poses one of the most important tasks for any IT
department. Cloud environments can be as secure as — if not more than — on-premises
deployments, but cloud security is different, requiring new technologies, skills, and
considerations. Almost half (49%) of companies state that they need significant or very significant
help with securing cloud architecture 12.
The threats to cloud instances concern both vulnerabilities and configuration errors. The
importance of vulnerability management and proper patch management need to be well
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Building Resilience into Modern Security Architectures
understood by security professionals. But configuration
errors are responsible for most cloud breaches: cloud-based
security solutions offer the ability to inspect applications for
configuration issues. Security teams could use existing onpremises tools, but these may not be effective in reducing
cloud security issues as they are not always designed for
securing such environments.

EXAMPLE
Capital One, a large US bank, had
misconfigured its web application firewall,
allowing a hacker to exploit it and generate
a fraudulent access token. The hacker was
then able to exfiltrate over 100 million
personal data records13 .

3. What new regulatory and compliance obligations come with cloud?
Cloud introduces new complexity to compliance, with the introduction of the shared
responsibility model and environments managed by third parties. New considerations include
the physical security of third-party datacenters, data transfers across borders, and controlled
access to data. Every third party that has any touch on your data should be properly certified
against key compliance requirements and follow any organizational policies for keeping data
secure and your organization resilient.
Organizations need to reassure themselves that their cloud
environments comply with the various regulatory and legal
frameworks under which they operate. Many cloud providers
have certifications and adherence to standards that facilitate
compliance. Managed security services providers (MSSPs)
have considerable experience in working in regulated
environments and can help organizations navigate varied and
complex GRC controls that apply to many firms.

EXAMPLE
BP, the global energy firm, is deep into its
digital transformation program. It
recognizes that although security principles
have not changed, the use of cloud has
altered the pace and scale of its operation,
and processes and tools need to change to
keep abreast, particularly with regards to
compliance.

4. How can you emphasize a business risk-based approach?
Business executives and stakeholders are increasingly driving the introduction of new
applications and wider technology purchases: line of business managers currently control 46% of
IT budgets. IT is increasingly a business concern, and so security is also.
Business executives therefore need to understand the role that they (and their decisions) play in
creating digital resilience. It is incumbent upon these managers to identify potential risks and
consequences in cloud adoption, to preempt possible risk materialization. Risks might include
introducing new connected technologies (IoT, 5G, third-party systems), new suppliers and
partners, and new customer data sets. This early consideration of risk (often known as "shifting
left") is core to creating digital resilience and contributes to better overall security strategy.

13
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5. How can you build a protected remote working space?
With the mass movement of office workers to home and
other remote locations, the challenge is primarily to provide
the same level of protection to users and to the organization,
irrespective of location. A growing number of attacks are
targeting corporate users working from home. Employees
must be aware of new remote working policies, but humans
will always be the weakest link. Organizations need to
implement strong access management policies and provide
remote employees with trusted and protected device
management for a secure work-from-anywhere model.

EXAMPLE
BIOCAD, a Russian pharmaceutical
manufacturer, moved 47% of its 2,700employee workforce to remote locations in
two months. It implemented a cloud-based
access mechanism with two-factor
authentication to bring non-standard
devices and access routes under control.

A Blueprint for Renewal to Build Resilience
Once an organization has reset its security approach (as above), the next steps are towards
building a renewed security strategy for built-in resilience. We have identified a five-step security
blueprint that starts with assessing the level of risk and maturity and ends with finding the skills
and resources needed to deploy an effective security strategy.

1. Align risk and security maturity with business goals
It is important to engage with business stakeholders, as they should assist in — and arguably
determine — the desired risk level. This is about sharing the security risk load across the
executive team and building security advocates in the business. However, executives and
security specialists often struggle to communicate with each other, making the role of the CISO
extremely important in bridging the knowledge and language gaps. To achieve this, there is a
need for continuous demonstration of the impact and progress of the security program, using
interactive and visual reporting (e.g., dashboards) that can provide executives with metrics that
are meaningful to the business. These metrics might include uptime, mean time to recovery, and
an overall assessment of risk level.
Organizations could link their assessment of risk to compliance, identifying gaps and making
actions informed, meaningful, and more concrete. This also means that these risk-based
decisions are transparent and can be linked back to business decisions in the case of a risk
review (which often occurs after a breach).

2. Consolidate your security stack
Security portfolios are typically highly fragmented, consisting of multiple, poorly integrated point
solutions. Security personnel spend a lot of time integrating and operating security tools, rather
than focusing on higher-value tasks such as early detection and response. This hinders their
ability to focus on increasing the overall efficiency of security operations.
IDC research shows that rationalizing security product environments and integrating third-party
products is the top driver for security vendor selection, ahead of cost, familiarity, and technical
excellence 14. Fewer products that are better integrated quickly benefit the overall security
14
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posture. But as security becomes more pervasive, it is important to consider integration with
other software, devices, and infrastructure. A good example is Microsoft, which has invested
heavily in security and is a tier-1 security platform. The integration between its security products
and its wider portfolio maximizes the opportunity for synergies and interoperability.
Security stack rationalization plays in favor of MSSPs. MSSPs are reducing the number of vendors
and products in their own stacks, identifying optimal portfolios with a blend of best-of-breed
capability and integration with other solutions.

3. Base your approach on Zero Trust principles
Zero Trust (ZT) describes a model for the design and implementation of IT systems. To control
access, it involves specific rules for users and processes accessing applications: it creates more
granular control than a common perimeter-based approach. The main concept of ZT is "never
trust, always verify." ZT is a continuous process that should constantly monitor the perimeter,
users, services, and processes.
The three key elements around ZT are identity, micro-segmentation, and least possible
privileges. All applications, devices, and users should constantly reauthenticate themselves if any
entity requires new access to a different application, device,
or network. With ZT, the concept of an "authenticate once"
EXAMPLE
security perimeter is obsolete.
15

Software Defined Secure Access (SDSA) is one way to
implement ZT. SDSA establishes secure connections based
on context-aware, identity-aware, and device-aware policies
from an authenticated user to authorized apps, thereby
increasing the likelihood of identifying potential threats.

eToro, a global investment platform, moved
from on-premises security to a ZT concept.
With this approach, eToro has not only
automated threat detection and
remediation but has also increased mobility
for employees and reduced operating costs.

4. Educate the organization and create a culture of change
Security is everyone's responsibility. When renewing your security strategy, it is paramount to
reach beyond the security team to create a culture of security that encompasses the whole
organization. To achieve this, you need a cyber resilience plan. The basics include awareness
training and a tested incident management response.
EXAMPLE
Business units should have tailored guidelines as
requirements will differ (e.g., Legal will need separate
First National Bank South Africa emphasizes
security best practices from Marketing).
Every employee needs to know what they should do in the
case of a successful attack. This will help drive down mean
time to recovery, and it is achievable only through
continuous training and rehearsal of best practices.
Constantly testing the organization's response and readiness
(e.g., with table-top exercises, red teaming, cyber-ranges) will
help to reduce the potential impact of a breach.
15
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the importance of changing cultural
behavior around security by providing the
right security understanding within a
relatable context. The pervasive use of
security acronyms is detrimental when
trying to communicate a message to nontechnical employees. It is important to
explain clearly how security works because
it helps employees fully understand the
impact of their actions.

Building Resilience into Modern Security Architectures
To effectively reach the different business lines in an organization, the security team should
focus first on involving executives from different departments, conveying the message of
security in terms that they can understand. Being able to translate the threat landscape into the
context of business operations is essential. When framing the importance of triage and
prioritization, for example, it is important to show how this can reduce the time — and
consequences — of exposure to breaches, leading to a tangible return on investment.

5. Access cloud and security skills via MSSPs
The security industry is experiencing a significant skills gap. Several alternative options are
available when trying to find the skills needed, such as hiring contractors, grassroots initiatives,
or training graduates. It is clear though that most enterprises do not have the resources nor the
time to dedicate to these alternative solutions. In fact, 41% of companies worldwide buy
managed security services (MSS) to help secure their cloud environments 16.
MSSPs can help not only in plugging the skills gap, but also in
EXAMPLE
a variety of other ways. IDC research shows in fact that very
few enterprises decide to keep their security fully in-house.
The slow hiring of security specialists could
This is because, by relying on specialists, enterprises can
indicate an impending crisis for companies.
Colonial Pipeline had been trying to hire a
obtain best of breed technology without the need to
security manager in the month prior to a
upgrade their infrastructure or find new talent, which are
hack, apparently without success. Had it
both very expensive and timely endeavors. MSSPs'
decided to outsource its security to an
MSSP, it is more likely that it would have
monitoring capabilities can also quickly adapt to new
resolved its resourcing issue and averted a
sources of threat and vulnerability introduced in digital
crisis.
transformation initiatives, such as new business applications,
new connections, and increased identity management scope (such as with remote working).
As most engagements with MSSPs are on a multi-year basis, your partner can devise both shortand medium-term strategies. The MSSP can focus not only on providing best-in-class services but
also on helping to improve the overall culture and capability within the client's organization
through, for example, education and training initiatives.

16
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Conclusion
It should be clear that organizations have major challenges ahead in securing their environments
in the new world of accelerated digital and remote homeworking. It should also be clear that
organizations cannot do this by themselves; they need to choose a trusted partner that has the
right blend of security and cloud skills. Here are three considerations in choosing a strategic
partner to help navigate the challenges ahead.

1. Demand a diverse combination of cloud and security skills, preferably with strength in your
chosen infrastructure stack
For organizations with Microsoft Security solutions on their agenda, it makes sense to partner
with a services provider like Avanade that specializes in the full suite of Microsoft solutions
across both security and business and infrastructure functionality.
One of the key challenges for any organization, including service providers, is the skills shortage
in both security and cloud capability. There are simply too few people with the required skills,
and those that do become available are expensive to hire. Avanade has developed its Cyber
Security Academy program that aims to grow its own supply of key cloud security skills. This
approach means that Avanade has a continuous supply of cybersecurity resources trained in the
Microsoft Security stack and ready to deploy.

2. Consider a Microsoft platform for security across your infrastructure
Most organizations have a substantial endpoint estate based on Microsoft's operating system. In
addition, Microsoft is one of the largest cloud service providers with its Azure platform, and
many organizations consider Microsoft to be a strategic cloud technology partner. In recent
years, Microsoft has also invested heavily in its security credentials and is now one of the world's
largest security software companies in its own right 17.
In addition, there are synergies between the Microsoft
Security stack (including Defender, Active Directory, Security
Center, Sentinel, and Information Protection & Governance)
and other Microsoft infrastructure elements (Azure, Windows,
Office365, etc.). So, those organizations that have already
deployed Microsoft cloud infrastructure, such as workloads in
Azure, will find Microsoft cloud security capabilities
straightforward to consume, and it also protects multicloud
environments.

EXAMPLE
ASOS, a global fashion retailer, had already
implemented a range of Azure services and
so selected Microsoft Azure Sentinel as its
cloud-based SIEM tool to unite data from
Active Directory and Security Center,
automating tasks and driving efficiency.

Part of choosing a solid platform may also be choosing a solution provider that can help you
tune and refine your systems, tools, and processes over time. This is a major advantage of
solutions providers like Avanade for ongoing support in a managed services view.

See IDC Worldwide Corporate Endpoint Security Market Shares, 2020, and Worldwide SIEM, Vulnerability Management,
Policy and Compliance, and AIRO-Enabling Technologies Market Share, 2020 as examples.
17
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3. Prioritize agility in the deployment of capability: quickly realize and build on the value
Urgency and agility are key words as organizations renew their security capability to adapt to
their emergent digital environment. The ability to move quickly with a flexible infrastructure is
key to business resilience. This applies not only to technology but also to service provider
partners. Choose a company to work with that uses agile approaches itself, with proven ability to
provide key resources as and when needed that can adapt quickly to changes in business
priorities and can add agile working practices to your permanent staff.

It's Time to Rethink and Renew for Growth
Security has long been seen as a cost center and a drag on business innovation and progress —
the department of "no". No longer: security has proven itself as a critical business enabler. But
with this increased visibility and relevance comes an imperative to update strategy, tools, and
processes. Incremental improvements are insufficient, and organizations must realize that it is
time to renew their approach to security. Our best advice is don't go alone. There are many
considerations to tackle, and organizations are well served to continue to adapt with ongoing
support. Consider the questions and blueprint in this paper so that you are in a position to
renew for growth. Let's stay more than one step ahead.

MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
Technology will continue to evolve faster than we can keep track and with organizations facing new and
constantly evolving security threats, it's essential to plan for what lies ahead.
As well as staying ahead of cyber threats, there will be many complex challenges to navigate, including securing
the foundations for the future of work, securing the cloud, and maintaining compliance.
To build resilience and renew for growth, there are some key steps organizations will need to take as a matter of
urgency and over the long term.
At Avanade, we're proud to help clients elevate their cybersecurity maturity and excited to bring innovation and
new ideas on their journey. For more information, please visit Avanade.com/security
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